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Success in math requires children to make connections between the real world and math concepts

in order to solve problems. Extra practice can help young problem solvers advance to more

complex topics with confidence. The activities in this workbook are designed to help your children

catch up, keep up, and get ahead. Best of all, theyâ€™ll have lots of fun doing it! Some of the great

features youâ€™ll find inside are:Â BASIC MATHCash CrunchCalculating the value of money

provides practical practice in adding and subtracting decimals.Â The Mighty MarlockGuessing any

weight is The Mighty Marlockâ€™s gig, but sometimes he guesses wrong. Students decide where

Marlock goes astray, reinforcing their knowledge of standard and metric measurement.Â MATH

GAMES & PUZZLESNumber FactoryNumbers go into the machine, but what numbers will come

out? Students crunch the numbers to solve the puzzle.Â Secret LocationStudents find points on a

map, write the names of those countries, and then unscramble highlighted letters to determine the

secret location. Â MATH IN ACTIONSkateboard SortFrom a dozen skateboards with different

designs and patterns, students determine the fraction of striped skateboards, skateboards with

flames, skateboards with blue wheels, and other groupings.Â Favorite FlavorsIra at Iraâ€™s Ice

Cream Shop is thinking about changing ice cream flavors. From a graph of the flavors people

bought on a hot afternoon, students determine the most popular flavor, which ones sold in equal

amounts, the fraction of people who bought Fudge Ripple, and which flavor should be

replaced.Â Give your childâ€™s confidence in math a boost with 4th Grade Super Math Success.
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Grade Level: 3 - 7

Sylvan Learning is the premier provider of tutoring services for grades pre-K to 12 in North America.

With over 850 locations in the United States and Canada, Sylvan provides individualized tutoring

services, both in centers and online, in subjects including math, language arts, writing, study skills,

and more.Sylvan's proven process and personalized methods have helped more than two million

students unlock their academic potential. With products based on solid and scientific research,

Sylvan is committed to both quality education and to helping children discover a love of learning!

Thank you is not enough for the people who put this book together. As a father concerned at my 7

year old sons lack on interest in maths and watching his interest slip further and further away this

book has turned it around in 3 months. The real skill of this book is its ability to engage the child and

allow them to feel empowered and on their own journey of discovery of maths. Our son is a visual

learner he has a huge artistic ability and brain and this book engages it with pictures and converts it

into mathematical learning. I told my son to stop his maths work the other day and he said "No...I

love maths, well not the maths at school but I love this maths, it helps me in the real world" I know

my son will be okay with maths now, he has started the journey and is loving it. Thank You so very

much... Doggy Dan :)

I am utilizing this book as a summer brain drain avoidance method. My son needs to do a certain

number of pages for iPad time. It is a great book that starts out with easier items and has slowly

gotten to more complex items, which I think is preparing my son for 1st grade. I will definitely get the

2nd grade one next summer.

I bought this book for my daughter who just finished kindergarten and will be going into 1st grade in

the fall. this book started out very easy to review what they already learned in kindergarten. Then it

moved into a little more advanced math. This is perfect for summer learning.

My 6 year old son loved this book. It seemed a little below his level at first but it really prepared him

for the Grade 2 math book and made him feel successful at math! There were challenging lessons



in it also. I added my own lessons/games/problems when he got to tricky pages to give him extra

practice at the concepts. He didn't mind at all!

The book doesn't have much practice pages. I would like to have some book where kids can

practice more on additions and subtraction.

I got this for my son to keep up with his studies during summer break. He does a few pages a day in

the morning. I love how easy it is for him to understand his work and what he is doing. It breaks it

down for him and he barely ever needs mine or my husband's help.

I love all the Sylvan Math books. They are all very colorful and they have a large variety of math

games and real life math problems.

I bought this for my daughter who is in first grade. She loves math & it is very similar to what she is

learning. She opened it & started on page one the day she got it & still loves it.
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